
  

 

 

 

 

 

 



  



  

Artificial intelligence is the theory and development of computer systems able to perform tasks normally requiring human intelligence 

ChatGPT (Chat Generative Pre-trained Transformer) is a chatbot developed by OpenAI and launched on November 30, 2022. Based on 
a large language model, it enables users to refine and steer a conversation towards a desired length, format, style, level of detail, and 
language. 

In business administration, the cost of capital is the cost incurred by a company in using equity capital for investments or in obtaining debt 
capital for them. 
Deflation is a sustained decrease in the general price level of goods and services. 
Disposable income is the amount of money that is available for spending after taxes and social security charges are deducted. 
The term federal funds rate refers to the target interest rate range set by the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). This target is the 
rate at which commercial banks borrow and lend their excess reserves to each other overnight. 

The gross domestic product (GDP) is the monetary value of all the finished goods and services produced within a country's borders in a 
specific time period. 
Inflation is the rate at which the general level of prices for goods and services is rising and, subsequently, purchasing power is falling. 
Liquidity refers to the degree to which an asset or security can be bought or sold in the market without affecting the asset's price and to 
the ability to convert an asset to cash quickly. 
M2 is a money-supply measure that includes physical money, bank deposits as well as other less liquid funds like savings that can quickly 
be converted to money. 
Milton Friedman was an American economist and statistician who received the 1976 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for his 
research on consumption analysis, monetary history and theory and the complexity of stabilization policy. 
Monetary policy focuses on controlling the supply of money with the ulterior motive of price stability, reducing unemployment, boosting 
growth, etc. (depending on the central bank's mandate). 
Price-to-book (P/B) ratio or multiple compares a stock's market value with its book value. 
The price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio compares a company's current share price to its earnings per share. 
Productivity measures how much economic output is produced for a given level of inputs (such as capital and labor). 
The S&P 500 is an index that includes 500 leading U.S. companies capturing approximately 80% coverage of available U.S. market capi-
talization. 
The U.S. Federal Reserve, often referred to as "the Fed," is the central bank of the United States. 
The velocity of money (also called the velocity of the circulation of money) refers to how fast money passes from one holder to the next. 



  



  


